THUMBS UP: THANKS FOR THE EMAIL, NANCY

THUMBS down: Dresden.

SURVEY REVEALS NOBODY KNOWS LOCATION OF PSI U

Asians, Agnostics, and Freethinkers deduce it must not exist
By Mr. Johnson '14
URBAN LEGENDS DEPT.
(LIGHTSIDE? REALLY? I HEARD IT WAS ON THE DARKSIDE) A recent survey by Student Affairs revealed that not only have most students never been to Psi U (Shenandoah, to those who are even marginally comfortable with any kind of change), but that no one responding to the survey even knew where it was.

“Yeah, yeah, that’s great and whatever,” one survey participant replied, “but did they announce who won the Opus gift card?”

“It seems that no student currently on campus can remember ever having visited Psi U, seen it, or even having known its location,” Dean of Students Nancy Thompson said. “Despite this, they unani-
mously agree that it is one of the nicest dorms and

LOCAL SOPHOMORE NEEDS TO GET HIS SHIT TOGETHER

Described by friends as a “flaming, flying, train wreck of a human being.”
By Mr. Grebey ’12
TIME MANAGEMENT DEPT.
(BUNDV) Sources indicate that will Flaxman ‘14 rarely knows what’s going on at any given time, is always running behind schedule, procrastinates con-
tantly, and generally needs to get his shit together.

“Hey, sometimes I just have trouble waking up for 9 a.m. classes,” Flaxman defended. “If participation is 10%, I usually just assume the highest grade I can get in the class is a 90.”

“Yeah, he’s not getting a 90,” Professor Stevens, who teaches Flaxman’s International Politics class, laugh-
ed. “I was reading what I thought was my six-
year-old daughter’s homework and was dismayed to

find it was actually his most recent essay.”

Flaxman reportedly needs to drink two Opus Magnums just to reach a baseline level of alertness. He recently submitted an essay to a class that is a 90.

Flaxman now writes these notes in multi-colored

WASTE DEPT.
Asians, Agnostics, and Freethinkers deduce it must not exist
By Mr. Johnson '14
URBAN LEGENDS DEPT.
(LIGHTSIDE? REALLY? I HEARD IT WAS ON THE DARKSIDE) A recent survey by Student Affairs revealed that not only have most students never been to Psi U (Shenandoah, to those who are even marginally comfortable with any kind of change), but that no one responding to the survey even knew where it was.

“I was on my way back up the Hill from the VT when I saw all these con-
struction guys around Psi U. I was just about to go ask someone what was going on when someone knocked me out from behind. Hours later, I woke up in Bundy missing a kidney. I mean, the organ theft I can understand, but what kind of mon-
ster would leave a man in Bundy?”

President Stewart admitted that former college president and destroyer of human life, Harry “Face-
breaker” Payne, had lost the dorm to Cornell in a poker game. Out of shame, good ol’ Harry declared that the college community would pretend it never happened, on pain of facebreaking.

When asked about the missing kidney, President Stewart muttered something about alumni dona-
tions only going so far and that new museums have to come from somewhere before shooting us out.

The sheer volume of irantc and cryptic messages about due dates that are inevitably forgotten have stained his skin. Now, Flaxman writes these notes in multi-colored sharpy's and chalk due to the need for contrast.

“All the kid does when he actually sits down to work is browse Facebook and abuse StumbleUpon,” Flaxman’s classmate Lauren Prescott ‘13 noted. “He just commented on a status update from 2007.”

“It’s true,” Flaxman admit-
ted shamefully. “StumbleUpon has nothing left to show me. I’ve checked every box of in-
terest, yet when I press the button, all it gives me is a jpeg of the ‘forever alone’ meme. Although, there was that one time I StumbleUpon posted.” (Editor's note: true story.)

Things seemed to be looking up for Flaxman when he actually managed to complete a four-page essay with only minimal time spent online. Unfortunately, due to a mix-
up, it turned out to be for a class he dropped last semester.

Flaxman then attempted an all-nighter to work on the actual essay. As of press time, the essay is three sentences long, but Flaxman’s high score in Temple Run has seen marked increases. Jesus, kid, get your goddamn shit together.
FRIYAD FIVE: WEEKEND EXPECTATIONS IN ORDER OF IMPROBABILITY
By Mr. Boudreau '14
5. Commons cooks my pancakes all the way through: Let’s get this straight: if there’s liquid in the middle, you should leave them on the griddle. McEwen cooks theirs all the way, and they can’t even get the alarm on the back door working.

4. I build a snowman: It’ll be great! I plan on using a bong instead of a corncob pipe, though—waaaay more college. The scarf will be Hermes, I think. Maybe I’ll just use that cashmere one I have laying around. I’ve got so many that I can afford to let one sit outside for a few weeks. Thank God for trust funds, right?

3. Treasure is discovered under Minor Field: Left there by the infamous Emanuel “If-he-could-grow-a-beard-it-would-be-black” Thompson.

2. Unicorns swoop down from a chocolate rainbow and affectionately nuzzle everyone living in North: Studies have shown that unicorns are actually 64.2% more likely to land on Eells. Eells, interestingly, have almost no reaction, because most of them have already died of asphyxiation, and the unicorns would have trampled the remaining ones to death upon impact. Oh, did you think I was talking about the dorm?

1. Everyone has a safe and fun time, and no property is damaged: Seriously, Hamilton. Get your shit together.

REJECTED FROM RED WEATHER: 6 WORD STORIES
By Mr. Patteson ’13 & Mr. Lavelle ’13
Moby Dick
Everything is phallic in English class.

Missouri
The Missouri primary this week but will not be allocated delegates until caucuses next month. He is expected to win the caucuses unless the people of Missouri really want delegates until caucuses next month. He is expected to win the caucuses unless the people of Missouri real

Washington, D.C.
Former Senator of Pennsylvania Rick Santorum won the Missouri primary this week but will not be allocated delegates until caucuses next month. He is expected to win the caucuses unless the people of Missouri realize that abortions do not, in fact, cause breast cancer.

Miami, FL
Directly from BBC News—SeaWorld sued over ‘enslaved’ killer whales: five killer whales have been named as plaintiffs in a lawsuit that argues they deserve the same constitutional protection from slavery as humans.

Boston, MA
Hundreds of Butterfinger candy bars were dumped in Copley Square with a note reading, “Thank you, Wes Welker.” The male population of Boston responded with a bloodthirsty rampage. Females have acknowledged that Butterfingers are actually pretty tasty.

CONSPIRACY THEORY OF THE WEEK: ARE DIK PLEDGES SOFTIES?
By Bramford Whittington Weatherbee ’15
I’m fine with naked pyramids, I’m fine with sticking my thumb up another guy’s ass, and I’m fine with literally fucking shit. But I am finished with pledging DIK! People keep asking me, “Bramford, you’re straight as balls, but did they make you do any gay shit?” Is that why you switched frats?

Last week, the DIK bros wanted to bring us to the Glen. They said we were going to “rub some branches together.” I asked, “For how long?” They said, “as long as it takes to heat things up.” At that very moment, I knew I couldn’t go. I haven’t made a fire from scratch since Boy Scouts. And why the fuck did they want to make a fire anyway? This is hazing, idiots, not wilderness camping! Needless to say, I immediately dipped my ass back to Dunham to pregame for lax practice.

My roommate is still pledging, and judging from what he’s been saying, it’s gotten worse. Yesterday he said they were going to bake out the common room in Carnegie. I mean, what has happened to the world’s frats? Baking? Baking what? Cookies? Brownies? Those Rice Krispie things? Who the fuck cares? I didn’t even get the alarm on the back door working.

That was all I needed to hear, I don’t know exactly what the DIK bros (if you can call those flowery nancies “bros”) were doing, but as far as I can tell, it’s nothing any respectable bro should condone. I mean, I’ll eat a donut off of a guy’s dick, no problem, but I will never bake. That’s fucking gay.

OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE NEWS
All the news you should already know, but don’t
Jefferson City, MO
Former Senator of Pennsylvania Rick Santorum won the Missouri primary this week but will not be allocated delegates until caucuses next month. He is expected to win the caucuses unless the people of Missouri realize that abortions do not, in fact, cause breast cancer.
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